
The Empire Report - Tuesday, May 16, 2023 - Race Recap

Race 1 - 1 1/16th miles - BETTER WATCH IT was outleft and away in 5th, was moving from turn two and
used a BIG brush to take over past the half, continued to roll and paced a strong 3rd panel, had only one
rival to beat as they turned for home and held that one off gamely, prevailing in what turned into a two
horse affair. CHUPPAH ON made a couple of early moves to secure the lead, had to let the winner go past
the half when that one came blitzing, stuck right behind that one to the stretch then took aim, gaining to the
wire though unable to go by - came up with a big mile but had to settle for 2nd tonight, well ahead of the
others. SPORTS FLIX was out 2nd over from the half, had to go wide as her cover stalled, never could near
the top pair but found enough to beat out the others for the show spot. ACEFOURTYFOUR ALEX had a
good start to get away in 3rd, came out 3rd over from turn three then followed wide on the final turn,
couldn't find the gear she needed in the lane and could only manage a 4th place finish...for the 4th week in
a row! WILDCAT ANTONIA got shuffled to last inside, came out into traffic on the final turn and had no
real chance to pace in the lane - give her a pass. ALWAYS B MIMI tried to follow the winner's move from
turn two but was soon left uncovered past the half, stalled to 3/4s into the quickened pace then really tired
once into the lane. VEL DONNA blasted hard to make the top, allowed CHUPPAH ON to retake and was
back into the pocket, was sitting 3rd after the winner took over past the half and was all done by the final
bend

Race 2 - MY MIKI BEACH was content to let TACK ROOM CHATTER cut this mile, found room inside
for the drive home and had just enough to get by and win it - nice job having him ready for his 2023 return
after a long layoff! TACK ROOM CHATTER made an easy first turn lead, cut an honest half before facing
mild pressure from TWO FACED to 3/4s, felt the plugs come out on the final turn and did dig in through
the lane...but left room inside at the cones and that allowed the tripsitter to nip him late. DUVAL STREET
gapped his live cover while 2nd over to 3/4s, did better on the final turn the swung three wide, briefly
looked like he may be ready to charge on by in the lane but just never could find that gear he needed, and
had to settle for an "ok" 3rd. TWO FACED got away 3rd then pulled first over from turn three, applied
mild pressure to 3/4s and was still there holding his own into the final turn, did keep trying in the stretch
but just didn't have enough for a bigger piece. AMBITIOUSBEACHBOY had a poor start thanks to a
miscue behind the gate, raced from last and was behind a wall of horses at the top of the lane, finishing well
after the horrendous start

Race 3 - TONYS MOM made a couple of early moves to secure the lead, was already gone by the final turn
and won like the 1/10 shot she was - VERY sharp tonight! LARJON LEAH showed surprise speed to make
the top on turn one, allowed the winner to retake and sat the two hole, started to lose ground to the final
turn but somehow managed to hold 2nd, though way behind the blowout winner. TUGGINGONCREDIT
dropped in 3rd on turn one, pulled first over off turn three but started to weaken a bit to the final turn,
digging in to the wire to salvage the show spot. KAITLYN N got away 4th and saved ground to 3/4s, shook
free late and just missed 3rd. SALE EL SOL sat the cones in 5th, came out into traffic on the final turn but
lacked any real room for the drive home. NUTTINBUTHEBEST was inexplicably taken off the gate
tonight, came out at 3/4s but had no offer at all (just not her style)

Race 4 - PHOENIX OF FLUZZY pulled first over at the half and started to turn up the heat by 3/4s, paced
on by into the final turn and was a very strong winner tonight - raced very well last week, and was excellent
tonight. DELIGHTFUL DUDE N followed the winner every step of the way, couldn't kick home with that
one in the lane but was able to beat the others for 2nd, benefiting from the beautiful trip. BOILING OAR
joined the live flow 3rd over on the back side, offering solid stretch pace for the show spot. BUDDY HILL
was sent on a quarter move but had to work to take over on turn two, felt major pressure from the winner
by 3/4s, gave way on the final turn and barely held on to 4th. PEACE OUT POSSE took off the gate then
came out from last to the half, was back inside off turn three then out again from last on the final turn,
hitting the wire with alert pace from an impossible spot. MULLINAX was the outside leave and made the
top off turn one, yielded on turn two to sit the two hole trip but lacked any 2nd move once they reached the
homestretch. GAMBLINGTERROR got away in the pocket but was back to 3rd on turn two, got shuffled
inside on the final bend but came up empty in the stretch



Race 5 - JOHNNY SACK made an easy lead then grabbed a mild half, opened up a clear lead to the final
turn and absolutely trounced these, while all wrapped up! JUDICIAL got away 5th, came out on the back
side but gapped cover, did a bit better to 3/4s and while having no real pop in the lane, did find just enough
to nip ONE CRAZY GUY for 2nd in the tight 2nd pack. ONE CRAZY GUY got away 3rd and stayed
glued to the cones, found room inside for the drive home and did rally a bit, though just barely missing out
on 2nd. HOLD MY DRINK left well and grabbed the two hole trip, started to lose ground to the final turn
and was clearly outkicked into the lane, fortunate just to hang on to 4th. HUNTING ZONE was put from
last off turn three, ended up 3rd over on the final turn then tipped wide, pacing home steadily through the
lane to end up not far off a board spot - not bad at all. ESTEEM came out from 4th at the half and was up to
challenge for 2nd to 3/4s, took over that spot on the final turn but just had no finish at all, clearly outkicked
in the final 1/8th of a mile - disappointing. FUGLEMAN floated out but had to retreat to 6th...and was no
factor after that. DUCK DYNASTY was empty from the back

Race 6 - 1 1/16th miles - LADY DELA RENTA A was away well in 4th then out 2nd over from the half,
launched a three wide move on the final turn and was able to sustain her bid to the wire this week, rallying
by for the 7-1 upset! COWGIRL LILLY needed some hard urging to make the top past the quarter, took on
major heat from GOLDEN QUEST N by 3/4s, fought that one off on the final turn and remained dead
game to the end...but just wasn't able to hold off the sharp winner's late kick. LIGHTNING LEIA came out
3rd over past the half, followed the winner's wide move on the final turn then kicked home with good pace
for the show spot...clearly outracing her 38-1 price! SEZANA N elected to stay inside from 7th to the final
turn, found room between horses into the stretch and was going well late to pick up 4th. HEY HEY DBAY
came out 4th over to the final turn, pacing home solidly from an impossible spot. GOLDEN QUEST N
really stung CORAL BELLA before yielding, was back to 3rd past the quarter then out to the half, pressed
the leader hard to 3/4s but stalled out on the final turn, weakening to the top of the lane and fading to 6th.
MIKI ROSE saved ground all the way, lacked room in the lane and it's hard to say what she still had left in
the tank. CORAL BELLA left fastest and was able to make the lead, paced sharp opening quarter then let
COWGIRL LILLY take over, was right there to the top of the lane but then came up empty once into the
homestretch.

Race 7 - ITS A ME MARIO was very erratic at the start and the odds-on choice had to back off to 5th, sat
there to the final turn before swinging 4 wide, quickly found his best (and smoothest) gear into the lane and
just obliterated the field in the final 1/8th of a mile - gave his backers a big scare, but won as easily as
possible in the end! HURRIKANE HUNTER grabbed an easy lead then went an easy half, accelerated to
3/4s and made the others work hard to chase him, looked pretty good turning for home and did dig in to the
wire....but was just no match at all once the winner found his stride. ONTOP RAINMAN backed off to last
to turn one, saved ground all the way, weaved for room into the stretch and definitely had plenty of pace
finishing. THAT DOG WILL HUNT came out 2nd over to 3/4s, tipped wide on the final turn but had only
mild pace, when more was needed. CENTURY INSPECTOR dropped in 3rd on turn one, pulled first over
on the back side and was up to 2nd on the final turn, couldn't sustain that bid into the stretch and tired.
BEST BETTOR got away nicely in the pocket....then squandered the trip, tiring badly from the last turn

Race 8 - METAL MAN got away 3rd and was forced to sit in and relax all the way, came out behind cover
to the top of the lane and angled wide, charging by late after looking "non threatening" most of the way -
beautiful job by Kakaley getting this normally "hot" gelding to relax....and thrive! BEN SOLO worked a bit
to retake from HOT SHOT JOE at the quarter, fought off a test from LIVONJAXANDQUEENS to the top
of the lane but just had no answers at the end when the winner just rolled on by him - no excuses as the 2/5
chalk. HOT SHOT JOE made an easy lead then yielded back to the favorite at the quarter, was right there
all the way and a solid 3rd to the wire - much sharper tonight in his 2nd start for the new barn.
LIVONJAXANDQUEENS started then stopped a move from 4th to the quarter, was back out again on turn
two and up to challenge for 2nd to 3/4s, started to weaken to the top of the lane and had to settle for 4th -
not sure why he was driven that way, but it definitely hurt his chances to be closer. PINE BUSH
ITALIANO was too far back to threaten but really not a bad 5th in a useful 4YO return. WE SHALL SEA
made some gain from last to 6th to 3/4s, never could get closer but really wasn't terrible from an impossible
spot. SAULSBROOK BOOMER was horrible at the back from early on. ALLSTAR CHEDDAR was
gapping badly in 5th to the quarter and is another that was just no good at all this week



Race 9 - ROCKIN WITHELVIS A got away in the pocket to SHAKE IT then was back out to take over to
the quarter, had things all his own way and easily took his 2nd straight with a powerful 1:51.3 mile!
SHAKE IT had the best speed then willingly let the winner reclaim command, remained his shadow the rest
of the way and was a clear 2nd best for the 2nd straight week (just unfortunate he ran into the same sharp
winner in back to back starts)! STRAIGHT UP COOL sat 3rd all the way, was no match from the final turn
but still safely held the show spot. BARON MICHAEL sat 4th from start to finish in an even (steady) try.
BRAEVIEW BONDI A was out from 7th on the back side, kicking home well to grab a 5th place check
from a tough spot, in a hot mile. DIAMONDBEACH began a long uncovered move from 6th on turn three,
could only get up to 5th to 3/4s and stalled by the final turn (no prayer trip). SO MANY ROADS sat last
with no chance, hitting the wire ok from that hopeless spot. BENHOPE RULZ N sat the cones and tired in
another weak performance - just not sharp lately


